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Proven strategies for building traffic and credibility with health and

wellness content marketing.

Discover how to:

● Publish health-related content that won’t get buried by Google

● Avoid a huge SEO mistake almost everyone makes

● Target suitable topics and keywords

● Optimize content for search without keyword stuffing

● Build trust with health-conscious customers

If your health brand is just starting out ... or your content is consistently buried by

Google ... or you’ve struggled to find the right agency or writers—you’ll find value here.

Who am I?

I’m Brian Stanton, author of Keto Intermittent Fasting and a

content specialist who helps wellness brands (Thrive Market,

HUM Nutrition, Perfect Keto) build traffic, trust, and sales.

My content agency provides expert writing and strategy

services to help healthy brands connect with their customers.

“I hired Brian’s agency to create SEO educational content to support the US launch of

the Somnox Sleep Robot—and they delivered. The writing quality was excellent, the

science was accurate, the projects flowed smoothly in Asana, and we’re on our way to

capturing our desired keywords.”

-Baginda Tirtadji, Growth Marketing Manager, Somnox

Another example: I helped the electrolyte startup LMNT triple organic traffic and grow

sales 5x yearly from 2019 to 2022 on their way to a $200m valuation. (Visit

brianjstanton.com for my team’s full SEO resume.)

Let’s talk about content marketing now.
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One Billion Blogs

The blogging platform Tumblr currently hosts 471.5 million blogs[*]. Double that

number, and you have a rough estimate for total blogs on the internet.

One billion blogs. Competing for ten spots on the first page of Google

Search.

The struggle to secure these spots, get more clicks, and drive more business is called

search engine optimization, or SEO.

SEO is how people find you. They search for something related to your brand—say, “best

low sugar protein bar”—and presto: there’s your content!

Google’s PageRank algorithm governs this process. It decides what content to feature

and what to bury.

It’s a complex algorithm, but you don’t need a Ph.D. in computer science to supercharge

your content marketing. Let’s get to those rules now.

Rule #1: Keep It Fresh

Here’s how many wellness brands approach content creation:

1. Choose topic based on high-traffic keyword

2. Identify top-ranking articles for that keyword

3. Outline and write a blog eerily similar to top-ranking articles

4. Publish rehashed content

5. Hope it ranks

This copy-the-competition strategy once worked like gangbusters. Until, of course,

everyone started doing it. Now you have dozens of identical posts for every significant

search term.

Google is not blind to this situation. They’re continually tweaking their algorithm to

punish copycats.
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This means the new SEO landscape will be ruled by creative content. To get

on the first page, you have to keep it fresh.

“What you need to do is create a new, unique spin,” says New York Times best-selling

author and SEO expert Neil Patel. “You have to write about fresh stuff that people

haven’t seen.”

At the very least, you need a fresh take. Otherwise, you’re better served spending your

marketing dollars elsewhere.

Rule #2: Pick The Right Topics

By now, you might be thinking: Yes, Brian, I’d love to publish fresh content, but all the

good keywords have been staked out.

You wouldn’t be wrong. Most high-traffic keywords in the health and wellness industry

have spawned dozens of blog posts. Google “fish oil benefits” and see for yourself.

If you’re in the fish oil business, this can be disheartening. How do you compete with

juggernauts like Healthline and Dr. Axe?

Beyond keeping it fresh (see Rule #1), I recommend exploring niche terms related to

your brand. For instance, “fish oil benefits for women” is a more targeted keyword than

“fish oil benefits” and still sees enough search volume (2,900 searches per month) to

make it worthwhile.

Bottom line? Publish sparkling original content around targeted keywords aligned with

your brand, and you have an excellent chance of ranking.

Rule #3: Optimize Your Content

You’ve got your targeted keywords. Now what?

Right, you need talented writers to create the content. (That’s the next and final rule.)

But you also need to ensure your content is optimized for search.
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How? First, by understanding that Google’s search algorithm is keyed to relevancy. The

more relevant your content, the better your chance of ranking.

Relevance means covering a topic to satisfy searchers fully. For example, if you’re

targeting “fish oil benefits for women,” you can’t just use that term a few times and hope

to succeed. You also need to cover omega-3 basics, fish oil side effects, how to

supplement, and more.

An intelligent content creation process doesn’t leave this to chance. It ensures all

relevant areas (and keywords) are covered.

My team uses an AI-driven platform called Clearscope to check this box. Clearscope

helps my team:

● Discover the best keywords to target

● Outline articles so we cover all relevant areas

● Smoothly integrate dozens of related keywords to facilitate search-engine

crawling. (The data shows that higher grades on Clearscope translate to higher

page rankings.)

You can probably rank without an advanced SEO system. But why not add the extra

juice to increase your odds of success?

Rule #4: Find Talented Health Writers

A ubiquitous pain point among health brands? The inability to find competent writers.

One of our clients in the low-carb space mentioned their prior content agency was

linking to high-sugar recipes—in a keto-related article! Another complained that they

couldn’t find anyone to cover sleep research (sleep stages, HRV, etc.) without butchering

the science. These types of errors are guaranteed to sink your marketing efforts.

Yet scientific and brand understanding is only part of it. The writing itself also must

shine.

Good writing means concise sentences, flowing transitions, and the occasional burst of

humor. Make the reader smile, and you’ve got a winner.
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There are no shortcuts here. You must find talented health writers.

Yes, it’s hard to find talented health writers. (I went through about 500 to find the few

who write for my agency.) But it’s a non-negotiable for connecting with your

health-savvy target market.

Final Thoughts and Next Steps

SEO can get technical, but the foundations are simple. If you provide value to people

searching the internet, you’ll be rewarded.

This guide to SEO success is really a guide to producing valuable health and wellness

content. Publish remarkable content, and you’ll set yourself up to win.

Want help conceiving and creating valuable content for your wellness brand? Email me

at brian@brianjstanton.com, and we’ll set up a free consultation to discuss your

situation.

To your success,

Brian

“I like working with Brian and his people because:

● They’re higher-quality writers than some of the others we work with

● They do a great job of science-based writing

● They work in Asana, so it’s nice and easy to manage!

● We’ve had really good success with SEO from the articles they’ve written”

Shane Vaughan, Director of eCommerce, Blendtopia
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